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CREWE’D JOTTINGS 
Issue 12 

Second Anniversary  
Of the  

Victoria Branch Technical Self-Help Group   
 

 
 

 
"Terms and Conditions of this Newsletter. 

 
 

The views expressed on this Newsletter are those of each Author and not  
necessarily those of the Rolls-Royce Club of Australia. 

 
The information contained in this material is only for information purposes.  

The material does not constitute advice and you should not rely on any  
material in this web site to make (or refrain from making) any decision or  
take (or refrain from taking) any action. We do not make any warranty or  
representation as to the accuracy or fitness for purpose of any material in  

this Newsletter. 
 

In no event do we accept liability of any description, including liability  
for negligence, for any damages or losses (including, without limitation,  

loss of business, revenue, profits, or consequential loss) whatsoever  
resulting from use of or inability to use this Newsletter. 

 
The information contained in this Newsletter may contain technical  

inaccuracies and typographical errors. The information contains material  
submitted and created by third parties. We exclude all liability for any  

illegality arising from or error, omission or inaccuracy in such material" 
The purpose of these self-help gatherings is to gain a better understanding  

and a working knowledge  of the vehicles in our charge. 
It does not nor is it intended to imply that the work carried out on these vehicles 

will  replace the expert knowledge of  those that specialise in this field. 
Each owner is strongly encouraged to keep his or her motorcar maintained 

by a  qualified professional unless they have a thorough working knowledge of the 
vehicle themselves. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

April 1st.  2007 REPORT 
 

 
Members Present: 
Paul Dabrowski, Mark and Terry Herbstreit Camargue JRH 50085, Peter Jeffery  1939 
Bentley Experimental 3B50, Robert Wort Silver Spur ANC04359, Lionel Gell 1975 Silver 
Shadow SRH 21205, Simon Roberts 1961 Bentley S1 B241DV  Laurence Bottomley 1968 
Bentley T Series  SBH4064 Graham Thorpe Silver Shadow SRH19590 Larry Picker Rolls-
Royce Silver Shadow SRH35192, Adrian Hill 1973 Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow SRH 
16633,Terry Farrow, Stephen Young and his Sister, Di Palmer 1981 Rolls-Royce Silver 
Spirit ASB02767, George Sokol, Robert Harris, Robert Bentley 1987 Rolls-Royce Silver 
Spirit ASH21193, Geoffrey and Xavier May Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud 11 SWA148, 
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We had a couple of sleepy heads and we started at 11.30 instead of the usual 10.00 am 
although the owner of today’s subject car got hopelessly held up in traffic and it took him two 
and a half hours to get to Roadstar Automotive (I think I’ll invest in a cattle prodder).It did 
nevertheless, give me a chance to get all of the necessary tools sorted and ready to go. 
 
It was a nice surprise to have a visit from George Sokol. You may remember that George 
donated the barbeque and we promised him a ride in a couple of R-R’s as he has never had 
the pleasure and hopes to purchase one in the not too distant future. 
 
What we did instead was to let him drive my Silver Spur and Lionel’s Silver Shadow. Half the 
fun of owning a Crewe product is letting others enjoy them too and George certainly did that. 
We were probably preaching to the converted, but the experience has made him even more 
determined to get one. Good on him. 
 
In the article below, you will see that Mark and Terry H and I, did a practice run a few weeks 
back before we let ourselves loose on any other member’s PMC and it certainly paid 
dividends, as our new found experience certainly made this job on Steve Young’s Spirit very 
much easier. I won’t go into too much detail here as you will find it in full in the following article. 
There was one important difference though. This time we had the benefit of a chain wrench. 
Singularly, this was the all important factor in making the job one helluva lot easier. 
 

 
These things are getting as hard to find as 
hen’s teeth, mainly due to the fact that they 
were mainly used in the plumbing trade and 
as most modern pipes are now made of 
plastic, there is little use for these very handy 
tools. Nick Lang (Who couldn’t be present on 
the day owing to the fact that he had become 
a father for the third time only a few days 
previously-Congratulations Nick), had found 
one in a tool shop and purchased it on our 
behalf. Ken Long couldn’t make it either but 
he loaned us a much larger device (large 
enough to remove the screw from the Queen 
Mary 11), but the gesture was very much 
appreciated. 

 
Before we started, Mark and Steve did a pump-down test to establish whether the brake 
spheres also needed changing. While they were still within acceptable limits we thought it 
might be prudent to replace them as well while the car was here. Trouble was, the front brake 
sphere was so damned tight that we were very concerned that we may actually fracture the 
housing if we put too much pressure on it. We will take off the whole unit and remove it outside 
the car in the next couple of months and we will no doubt, record it here. In this case, 
discretion was definitely the better part of valour.   
 
Steve wasn’t sure whether his recently acquired Spirit, needed the suspension spheres but as 
he had no record of the last time they were fitted, thought he might as well do them anyway. 
They do, after all, only last about five to eight years on average. For a before and after 
comparison test, Steve rode in the back while Mark drove him around the block over every 
available speed hump (I never in my wildest fantasies thought that these useless things would 
ever be used to our advantage). We did the same thing again after the change over and it was 
heartening to hear Steve say, “Oh! It is much better, isn’t it?” 
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Changing your gas spheres on your suspension can be, as Mark told me after he did his 
Camargue’s, “Singly the most satisfying result for a relatively simple job.” 
 
I concur with that sentiment entirely…. 
 
It proved beyond all doubt also that these spheres do need to be changed on a five year basis. 
They certainly don’t last forever. 
 
The Victoria Branch of the Rolls-Royce Owners Club will be celebrating its 50th Anniversary 
this month with a Black tie dinner. Our little group decided that it would be a nice gesture to 
invite Robert Harris and his partner along to this event as a token of our appreciation for the 
continued use of his premises. We all chipped in to cover the costs and Laurence gave the 
presentation. Glad you can make it Robert.  
 
Now here is the article on the practice run that Mark, Terry and I did a few weeks previously. 
 
  
 

Changing the Gas Spheres on SZ Cars 
 

Many of you may not know this, but the four nitrogen gas accumulator spheres that operate in 
accordance with you brakes and suspension are consumables and if you have either just 
purchased your car (Silver Spirit, Mulsanne or their derivatives), or you have had it for more 
than five years, chances are that you will need to replace them. 
 
Owing to the fact that gas depletion is somewhat insidious, you may not even realize that they 
are probably overdue for replacement and that is why a group of us purchased the full set, 
which comprises of 2 X Front (Brake) Spheres and 2 X rear (Suspension) Spheres. 
 
You may recall that Clive Lungmuss gave a detailed account of this operation in our last issue 
so we thought we would put it into practice. 
 
If you go back to our earlier issues, you will note that there is an explanation of the ‘pump 
down’ test to check on the condition of your brake spheres.  
 
Before proceeding with the removal of these spheres, this procedure can also be employed to 
depressurize the hydraulic system to facilitate a safe (and relatively messy), removal of the 
spheres with a minimum loss of LHM Mineral Oil (About 500mls). 
 
Mark Herbstreit and I thought we would use our cars as guinea pigs for the rear spheres and 
so, here are some we prepared earlier, to paraphrase Jamie Oliver. 

 
 We got started on Mark’s Camargue JRH 50085 
everything seemed to indicate that it was going to be a 
cake-walk. After a little bit of searching, Mark’s Dad, 
Terry, found the bleed nipples situated near the rear 
sub-frame not far from the final drive unit. 
 
The protective cover was still in good condition and 
continues to do its job. 
 
Mark pumped down the brake pedal until there was no 
pressure left in the system and armed with some clear 
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plastic tubing and an old oil container converted into an oil catcher, Terry released the bleed 
nipple. With a short spurt, the LHM came forth and after about 250 ml., of fluid had its exodus, 
all remaining pressure was gone to safely remove the right hand suspension sphere. 
 
Access to the spheres on Mark’s Camargue was relatively easy and so we thought the Spur 

would be also. The Spur wasn’t too bad it was 
certainly more fiddly than the former(I will 
explain this a little later). 
 
Mark had removed the back panel before I 
arrived so quite a few minutes were saved. 
 
The sphere on the right side was removed 
relatively easily by my trusty old oil filter 
wrench. There were no signs of spurting oil 
during this operation, so obviously, we did a 
good job of evacuating the system via the 
pump-down operation. 

 

Okay, removal done on the right sphere; not 
bad at all. Don’t know what the fuss is all 
about. Now for the left one. 
 
It had to happen didn’t it? 
 
There is always one mongrel that refuses to budge…and it was this one. 
 
‘No probs’, we thought, just tighten the oil filter wrench a bit more and it will soon come loose. 
‘uh uh! No dice!’ The wrench just kept on slipping. “Okay”, said Terry. ”Why don’t we line the 
metal band on the wrench with sandpaper? That should give it better grip.” 
 
Nice try but again, “No dice.” 
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Out came the big guns; a bloody great big pipe wrench (Stilson wrench as it is also known as). 
It was a tight fit in there, but with a little bit of persuasion, we heard that all rewarding little 
crack as it finally came loose. 

 
Now ideally, we should have had a 
pressure tool to test the amount of 
nitrogen left in the spheres but as we 
didn’t have that luxury and also the fact 
that the date of installation stamped on 
them was more than twenty years ago, 
we knew it was time to replace them 
anyway. 
 
There was also another decisive factor,  
we popped a thin screwdriver in the 
cavity of the sphere and it dropped right 
through to the bottom so a pressure test 
would have been pointless. 
 

 
The spheres were ruptured…. 
 
Little wonder that Mark was complaining of a bumpy ride – There was nothing in there. 
 
Naturally, putting the new ones back in was a much easier operation and not unlike reinstalling 
an oil filter. Make sure that the old oil seal is removed, smear some LHM around the new one 
to ensure it seals correctly (just as you do with an oil filter seal), and tighten the new sphere as 
tightly as you can by hand . If you aren’t sure that it has seated correctly, you won’t have long 
to find out when you start up the engine because oil will soon be evident if you haven’t. If you 
wish to tighten it up a little more with a tool, I would recommend that you resist the temptation 
but if you must, make sure that you only tighten the sphere until you feel just a slight amount of 
resistance, otherwise you will either destroy the ‘O’ ring or you will be confronted with another 
Herculanean task in removing it again in about  five or six years time (don’t say we didn’t warn 
you). 

Mark had his reservoir modified to fit the 
later version on the tamper-proof filler and 
so the Castrol LHM bottle with hose was 
required on his for replenishing the mineral 
oil. 

Needless to say, before Mark started his 
engine, the bleed nipples were nipped up 
just a little. We ran the engine for a couple 
of minutes and then reopened each bleed 
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nipple in turn to release the bubbles from the  system and kept it open until the mineral oil ran 
clear. 
 
We then returned to the boot of the Camargue to see if any LHM was emanating from the 
spheres and as we expected, there was none. 
 
After turning off the engine and had a quick cuppa, Mark restarted the engine and let it run for 
four minutes before rechecking the LHM level in the reservoirs. 
 
One down and one to go… 

 
I was quite impressed with the jack 
supplied by the company, even if I did age 
two years after endlessly turning the crank 
to reach the desired level (with a jack 
stand as well of course) to enable me 
(Your fat friend), to get underneath to 
undo the bleed nipple. 
 
On the early SZ Series cars, there are two 
bleed nipples and each one is situated in 
front of the rear wheel arch. On the post 
20,000 series, there is only one nipple 
which bleeds both sides. 

 
As with Mark’s car, my rubber 
protective boots were also well 
preserved and the bleed nipples 
were clean of any foreign bodies. 
 
Again, as with Mark’s, my right 
sphere was easy to remove and 
the left was a real dog’s body. It 
was the left one that broke my 
trusty oil filter wrench after twenty 

years of faithful service, although it might be 
repairable but the strap will be a little shorter. 
 
Before I jump the gun, I might add that the 
accessibility of my spheres was a little harder 
than on the Camargue’s. For starters, there is 
the battery cut-out switch on the right hand side 
and on the left, there is a fuel filter and its 
mounting, slap dab in front of the sphere. 
Before you attempt any part of removing the 
back panel of the boot, disconnect the battery 
first. The battery cut-out switch is live and if you 
should inadvertently short it, all of your dreams 
can go up in flames. This will only take a few 
extra minutes so don’t be put off by it. 

I can almost say ‘Ditto’ as far as the degree of adhesion the left sphere had in comparison to 
the right one 
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And as for the latter, this was the culprit that broke my oil filter wrench. 
 
We searched high and low for a suitable tool 
to do the job and we wished we had a chain 
wrench. Alas, there were none to be seen so 
the stilson wrench was employed. 
 
After squeezing into place and after a lot of 
words describing pro-creation, we finally 
dislodged the blighter. 
 

As I explained previously, we don’t 
possess a pressure testing device 
for the spheres and although the left 
sphere seemed to be okay on the 
face of it, the little screwdriver test on 
the right one proved that its internals 
were ruptured too.    
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The rest was another 
‘ditto’ of the Camargue 
story so we won’t bore 
you with the details 
again. 
 
Terry Herbstreit then 
played Kitchen Hand and 
we all enjoyed a well-
earned lunch. 
 
Now for the moment of 
truth. 
 
Mark and I took our 
charges out onto the 
bitumen and looked for 
all the speed humps. 

 
It became quite evident well before 
then, that the cars had been totally 
transformed. 
 
Mark expected it to on the 
Camargue, as he well knew that his 
spheres had gone to god quite 
sometime ago. But mine? Well! I 
didn’t expect this. WOW! What a 
difference! 
 
All of this goes to prove one thing…  
 
The date of manufacture stamp on 
my spheres was 1997. these 
spheres were probably on the shelf 
for at least a year and maybe even 
two. I purchased my Spur nearly six years ago, so the spheres were not that old. 
 
If you  have had your SZ series for more than five years, or you have recently bought one and 
there are no documents to show that they had been changed recently. 
 
You car is pretty much a certain candidate for sphere replacement. 
 
I made mention of a chain wrench in the illustration on page 6. 
 
This in fact, is the recommended tool for sphere removal as outlined in the TSD 6000 
Workshop manual and I will reproduce it below. 
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28/08/06 TSD 6000 1990 - 2000 [English] / Hydraulic accumulator sphere removal Page 1 
(OID = <130214_1_1_1> UID = <1876 130214> Dataset = <TSD 6000 1990 - 2000 [English]>) 
WORKSHOP MANUAL G SERVICE SCHEDULES B11 TOOLS PARTS CATALOGUE 15 

Hydraulic accumulator sphere removal 
Applicable to 
All Rolls-Royce and Bentley motor cars having a mineral oil hydraulic system. 
Introduction 
Accumulator spheres are being returned to the factory which have obviously suffered damage during removal from the motor 
car (see 
fig. 
G18-1 
001698 
G18-1 Damaged accumulator sphere G18-1). 
Description 
The Workshop Manual TSD 5000 clearly states that a chain wrench should be employed for removing the accumulator 
spheres. Refer 
to page G9-1 of the manual. Removal of spheres by other means, which are likely to result in damage are unacceptable. 
Accumulators are charged with 1100 lbf/in² of nitrogen gas and if a sphere is punctured during removal, escaping gas could 
present a 
safety hazard. 
Hil/RJ 
  
28/08/06 TSD 6000 1990 - 2000 [English] / Hydraulic accumulator sphere removal Page 1 (OID = <1691_1_1_1> UID = <1690>) 
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The explanation above is self explanatory so I will not add to it here. 
Except for a couple of things; the above information was found by our ex-patriot friend, Richard 
Treacy Esq., Richard has been an invaluable source of information for this and many other 
issues of Crewe’d Jottings and other R-R/B publications. 
Many thanks Richard (He’ll kill me for this!). 

 
ENGINE SAVER 

 
One of the most disastrous things that can happen to your SZ Series motor car is the 
catastrophic loss of coolant due to water pump failure. This can happen at lightning speed and 
if you continue driving, well, bye-bye motor and thousands of $$$$$. 
 
With the pre 20,000 series cars, the LOW COOLANT warning sensor is in the un-pressurised 
expansion bottle and it works on the premise that if you lose coolant in the radiator or block, 
the coolant will siphon out of the bottle and find its way into the radiator. The sensor will then 
(supposedly), relay a warning to your dashboard warning lights to inform you that something is 
dreadfully amiss. 
 
Trouble is, this doesn’t always happen and the system assumes that the leakage isn’t going 
out of an area that is large enough to disrupt the siphoning effect. That’s okay if you have a 
small leak in, say, your radiator or heater hoses, but, if the water pump blows in a big way, the 
coolant is going to gush out way too fast for the expansion tank to do its job. That’s also 
assuming that your sensor actually works (and that should be checked regularly). 
 
Enter the Engine Saver. 
 
This handy little device comes with a sensor that fits into your top radiator hose and should the 
coolant fall below its sensor level, it will actuate a loud squeal in the main unit, installed inside 
the car thus enabling you to stop the engine immediately before any major damage happens; 
hence the name, Engine Saver. 
 
You can visit their website on http://www.enginesaver.com.au/
 
I had this one supplied by Robert Chapman http://www.rachapmanautomotive.com.au/ a while 
back, but this was the first opportunity to fit it. Besides, I’m not particularly strong on electrics 
and although it turned out to be very simple, I left it in the hands of Terry Herbstreit as he 

knows about these things. 
 
Putting the sensor was the easiest 
bit, so I did that myself without too 
much trouble. Just make sure that 
you put plenty of silicone sealant 
around the flange to ensure it will be 
watertight. 
 
The kit comes with full instructions 
(Naturally), and you must make sure 
that all the electrical bits are 
connected to a fusible link. 
 
This is probably a good thing to do 
on the next occasion of a coolant 
flush. 

 

http://www.enginesaver.com.au/
http://www.rachapmanautomotive.com.au/
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You will need to have the accessories switch turned on as you top up the coolant so that you 
can hear the loud ‘buzz’ until the coolant reaches it (In which case, it will then stop). There is a 
little test button on the unit for you to press from time to time to ensure that everything is 
‘honky-dory’. 
 
One of my main concerns was that I 
had no idea where to feed the wire 
through the firewall into the main 
cabin. Our resident ‘sparky’ (Terry), 
found a convenient spare plug that 
directly fed through to another point 
under the dash and with his trusty 
test light, he soon established that 
he had continuity. He then 
connected the live wire to a fusible 
connection leading to the radio as 
this wire will turn off with the ignition 
(You will soon flatten the battery if 
you fit it to a permanently connected 
live wire-not to mention a possible 
fire risk). 
 
with all the wiring in place and the 
unit tested to our satisfaction, Terry 
fitted the unit tidily to the side of the 
console under the dash with double-
sided tape (We didn’t want to drill 
any holes in the leather). 
 
It now has pride of place next to my 
left leg where I can easily access the 
test button without intruding on the 
aesthetics. 
 
I now have peace of mind. 
 
These units are also handy for the 
Mk V1/Dawn series and Silver 
Cloud/S Series of motorcars 
although the Shadows should be 
okay  as their header tanks and 
sensors are directly above the radiator. 
 
At around $120, it’s cheap insurance. 
 

******************************************* 
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I will now conclude this issue with some more photos taken by Graham Thorpe of our April  
meeting.  
 
Mark had dissected one of his old suspension spheres to show an exploded view of its 
components. 
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‘Til next time folks, 

 
Happy and safe motoring. 

 
 
Robert Wort  

************************************************************    
 


